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BBUFs: Synchronization mechanism

DAN COJOCAR

ABSTRACT. Peer-to-peer systems are distributed systems without any centralized control or hier-
archical organization. All nodes from a system have identical capabilities and responsibilities, and
all communications are symmetric. BBUFs (Babeş Bolyai University File System) is a peer-to-peer file
system. The file system is designed for ordinary Unix machines that are IPV6 capable. In this paper
we present our approach regarding the synchronization mechanism.

1. INTRODUCTION

Peer-to-peer systems and applications are distributed systems without any
centralized control or hierarchical organization. All nodes from a system have
identical capabilities and responsibilities, and all communications are symmet-
ric. The advantage of using peer-to-peer systems comes from the capabilities of
these nodes that are unused most of the time. The disadvantage of peer-to-peer
systems is that most of the nodes in the system are transient, and may be avail-
able only for short period of time. That is why such systems should provide
means for dealing with networks nodes leaving and joining repeatedly. For peer-
to-peer distributed file systems this means that replica of files/directories should
be maintained on multiple nodes [12]. Replication of files/directories (or data)
may achieve many goals [4]:

• High-performance. By replication a file/directory at different locations (ge-
ographically), the access time may be minimized and the load on the com-
munication network may be decreased [1].

• Greater availability. If different physical copies of a file/directory are dis-
tributed in the system, a replicated resource is more available than a
single-copy [9].

• Fault tolerance. A failure that occurs to one physical replica of a
file/directory does not compromise the access to the logical file/directory
since other replicas exist in the system [8].

However, the presence of replica files/directories within a distributed file sys-
tem also introduces one important problem: replica consistency: if the status of a
physical replica changes (through write operations), all other replicas of the same
file/directory must reflect this change. The way this problem is handled in a
distributed file system is called synchronization mechanism.
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The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents some of the
synchronization mechanisms used, so far, for file replication. Section 3 introduces
BBUFs. In Section 4 we present the synchronization mechanism used in BBUFs
file system and the advantages and disadvantages of this solution. Some conclu-
sions and further work are given in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK

Sandhu and Zhou proposed a scheme for cluster-based file replication in large-
scale distributed file systems [13]. A cluster is a group of workstations and one or
more file servers on a local area network. Large distributed file systems may have
tens or hundreds of clusters connected by a backbone network. By dynamically
creating and maintaining replicas of shared files on the file servers in the clusters
using those files, they reduce reliance on central servers supporting such files and
they reduce the distance between the accessing sites and data.

Page et al. have proposed a file replication mechanism via stackable layers [11].
They used a stackable layers architecture to permit replication to coexist with
other features. Also, their system, called Ficus, supports a high degree of avail-
ability for write operations by allowing updates during network partitions pro-
vided at least on replica is accessible.

Cabri et al. have proposed an adaptive approach for file replication [4]. They
integrated into the distributed file system an adaptive file replication policy that
is capable of reacting to changes in the patterns of access to the file system by
dynamically creating or deleting replicas.

Chen et al. proposed a fault-tolerant model for replication in distributed file
systems [5]. They use the ideas of directory-oriented replication and the extended
prefix table with an incorporated two-level heap data structure.

Plavec and Czajkwski proposed a distributed file replication system based on
distributed hash tables [12]. Each node in their system acts as a client, issuing data
requests and, also, as a storage node, storing a portion of the system data. The
nodes can join and leave the system at any time, without warning. The system
adapts to the changes in the system by migrating among nodes and generating
new replicas to keep the number of replicas in the system constant. They use a
versioning consistence protocol to handle data changes.

3. BBUFS

BBUFs (Babeş Bolyai University File System) is a peer-to-peer decentralized
file system that has similar characteristics to Ivy [10] and Pastis [3]:

• highly scalable - benefit of decentralization of peer-to-peer system;
• fault tolerant - a file can be configured to have n number of replicas on

different nodes;
• highly performable - each client ”talks” directly to the nearest node that is

providing the requested content.

But BBUFs differentiates itself from these file systems because is not using a
structure like Chord or DHash to build or store the overlay network of the file
system [2]. We are using a new mechanism based on IPV6 addressing scheme
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[7]. Also, each node has no knowledge about other nodes except how to contact
a node from his group.

In our approach a group is a set of nodes that are replicating the same direc-
tory. This means that a node can be part of many such groups. The group is
represented by:

• an IPV6 address that will be allocated from the subnetwork dedicated to
anycast use;

• a multicast IPV6 address that will be allocated from the multicast subnet-
work corresponding to the anycast address defined above.

The BBUFs system is using three types of addresses:
• unicast - used for data communication between clients and nodes of the

file system;
• anycast - used for lookup messages between clients and system nodes;
• multicast - used between the system nodes (i.e., when synchronizing their

shared content).
In our system each node will have at least one address from each of the above

defined group:
• an unicast address - representing this node on our file system network. This

address is assigned by the file system administrator.
• at least one anycast address - representing at least one directory shared by

this node. This address is computed automatically using the BBUFsMap-
per algorithm, described in [6].

• at least one multicast address - representing the multicast group that the cur-
rent node is registered on. This address is also computed by the BBUF-
sMapper algorithm.

4. PROPOSAL

In order to make BBUFs a scalable, reliable and fault tolerant peer to peer dis-
tributed file system, we have to take into consideration the file replication prob-
lem. In order to solve this problem, we have to deal with the following issues:

• How do we synchronize the shared content?
• Where to create a new replica?
• How to spot changes easily?
• Which node has the last version?

4.1. SyncDaemon. BBUFs SyncDaemon is a program that is responsible for main-
taining data synchronized between nodes. Periodically SyncDaemon performs the
following tasks:

• Contact all the nodes in its multicast group to check for replicas health.
• Call health check routines to verify local shared data.
• It determines when to create a new replica.
• It initiates a synchronization process when it spots differences of content.

Using the multicast group we are able to ”talk” only with the nodes that are shar-
ing this content. This way we are not overloading our system with broadcast
messages that recipient nodes are not interested.
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FIGURE 1. Metadata class diagram.

SyncDaemon will maintain for each shared content a structure named BBUMeta
that will be the metadata representing the entire directory structure.

BBUMeta, as presented in Figure 1, is the base class for:

• DirMeta - the metadata object representing directories that are shared by
our file system.

• FileMeta - metadata for representing a file that is shared by our system.
• RefMeta - a reference to an entry that is stored on another node.

BBUMeta and all derived objects are containing the following information:

• name - the name of the represented object.
• n - the minimum number of desired replicas that the system will try to

maintain.
• hash - the SHA1 hash value of the shared object.

DirMeta also contains an array of BBUMeta. For each entry of a directory we
will have a BBUMeta object.

Each FileMeta object will represent a file of the shared content with the follow-
ing attributes:

• version - the version of this entry.
• size - the size in bytes of this entry.
• BlockMeta - the metadata used for representing the file blocks.

BlockMeta represents the actual information contained in a file divided in
blocks. The block size will be established by the file system administrator, and
for each such a block we will maintain the following information:

• hash - the hash of this block.
• version - the version of this block.
• BlockMeta -the next block information or a null reference if this is the last

block.

RefMeta will contain, besides the information inherited from BBUMeta, only a
link information to another node(s). This information is just a tip for the client,
because the nodes may not be available or the shared information could be relo-
cated.
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When SyncDaemon determines that a file is out of sync, using the information
from FileMeta object, it will perform the following steps:

• Will determine the block(s) that has(have) changed using the hash and
version information.

• If the versions are the same it will generate a conflict.
• If one of the nodes is having a block with a lower version it will append

the new block(s) to the destination file. In Figure 2 we have presented this
case. Here the daemon has spotted that the second block has changed and
is performing an append operation and then it is rebuilding the links.

• Will update the FileMeta information on the destination file to reflect the
new changes.

FIGURE 2. Replace block sample.

When the daemon will determine that we have a file conflict it will perform
the following actions:

• Create files with .res.date suffix for each version, where the date is the ac-
tual modification time.

• Notify the file owners, by email, and the file system administrator to re-
solve the conflict.

• Store over the original file the version with the last modification time.
After a conflict, the owners or the administrator will be able to choose one of the
two .res.date files to keep.

Each time a node receives a read/lookup request, it will log the request. When
the SyncDaemon detects that for a shared directory we do not have the desired
number of copies it will perform the following steps:

• Analyze the logs to determine the networks from where it has received
requests for this content.

• Will determine the network that has need of such a content.
• Will send a broadcast request to determine a node of this network that

will meet the requirements.
• Initiate synchronization with the first node that is responding.

4.2. Advantages/Disadvantages. The approach that we propose has the follow-
ing advantages:

• Using small broadcast groups we are exchanging synchronization mes-
sages only to interested nodes.
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• Each node is able to establish where the system needs more replicas.
• Using the FileMetadata each file is able to heal very quickly.
• The nodes that are out of sync are quickly spotted.

The disadvantages of our approach are:
• The need for a garbage collector.
• The files that are updated frequently will contain unused blocks.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

The BBUFs peer to peer distributed file system was briefly introduced in this
paper. Its synchronization mechanism was described in depth. The advantages
and disadvantages of this approach were also presented.

Further work will be done in the following directions:
• To deal with security concerns that appear in these type of systems.
• To formalize the synchronization mechanism.
• To compare the performance of our approach with other mechanisms.
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